DREMEL® INTRODUCES THE FASTEST AND EASIEST ACCESSORY CHANGE IN
ROTARY TOOLS
The new Dremel 4200 High-Performance Rotary Tool features the patented EZ ChangeTM mechanism,
saving time and effort when completing do-it-yourself, home improvement and craft projects
MT. PROSPECT, Ill. – December 12, 2012 — Rotary tool users will now have more time when
tackling hands-on projects with the Dremel® brand’s latest introduction—the Dremel 4200 HighPerformance Rotary Tool with EZ Change™. Unlike other rotary tools that require a wrench to switch
accessories, the Dremel 4200 has a fully integrated, patented quick-change mechanism to make
accessory changes faster and easier than any other rotary tool.
“One of the biggest frustrations among rotary tool users is the time they lose while searching for a
wrench when changing accessories,” said Fulvio Camarotto, Group Product Manager. “With the Dremel
4200, users can load and unload accessories more quickly and conveniently, without hunting down a
wrench, so they maximize their time completing projects.”
Available in December, the Dremel 4200 is the most innovative and advanced rotary tool in the market.
Its quick-change mechanism is seamlessly integrated into the tool design, and by pulling back on two
levers at the same time users can quickly load and unload accessories. The tool offers a highperformance motor and variable speed (5,000–35,000 RPM) for accessory versatility and precise tool
control, and electronic feedback automatically adjusts motor power and speed so users can tackle even
the most challenging of projects with confidence. What’s more, the classic pencil grip nose piece and
soft 360-degree grip ensures control and comfort.
Also featured in the Dremel 4200 tool kit is the patented Dremel EZ Lock™ mandrel, for use with
patented EZ Lock accessories, which allows users to instantly change cut-off wheels, polishing and
abrasive buffs. Also included is the patented Dremel EZ Drum™ mandrel, which makes changing
sanding bands quicker and easier without the use of a screw driver. All included Dremel accessories
have a standard 1/8-inch shank size to fit directly into the EZ Change system.
The Dremel 4200 is the perfect gift this Holiday season for Ms. DIY or Mr. Fix-It. Versatile, powerful
and endlessly useful, this rotary tool is the must-have addition to any toolbox. The tool comes in the
highest-value rotary tool kit available, which includes six attachments and 40 genuine Dremel
accessories, ensuring users can tackle nearly any application, from household repairs to hobby and craft.
The Dremel 4200 High-Performance Rotary Tool with EZ Change will be available beginning
December 12, 2012 on Amazon.com, and in January 2013 at most hardware and home
improvement centers nationwide for a suggested retail price of $129.99 USD and $149.99 CAD.

For additional editorial information and high-resolution images, visit the Dremel newsroom at
www.dremelnewsroom.com. For home improvement tips and to view project videos, visit the
brand’s project site at www.DremelWeekends.com and Facebook page at
www.Facebook.com/Dremel.
About Dremel
Celebrating 80 years in business since inventing the high-speed rotary tool 78 years ago, Dremel has
become the trusted name in high-speed rotary tool technology, providing creative solutions for
hands-on professionals, homeowners, craftspeople and artists alike. The Dremel brand’s leadership
in design and manufacturing has made it the top-selling rotary tool in the world, a reflection of the
company’s commitment to innovation and quality. Today, as a wholly owned subsidiary of the
Robert Bosch Tool Corporation in Mount Prospect, Ill., Dremel continues to build upon this legacy
with a full line of versatile tool systems including rotary tools and accessories, oscillating tools and
accessories and specialty tools delivering the perfect solution for almost any job. Regardless of what
the task may be, users quickly realize they can depend on the Dremel brand to provide the
satisfaction of a job well done.
For information on Dremel products, project ideas and problem-solving tips, visit us at
www.dremel.com or call Dremel at 1-800-437-3635.
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